
BODY LENGTH 8.150
COATING LIMITS 7.900
TYPE LIMITS 7.650
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DIRECTIONS: Read entire label before using this product.
1. Do not apply while equipment is energized.
2. For electrical equipment, remove covers, plates and housings to expose

interior parts.
3. For best results, remove heavy carbon or grease deposits by scraping with a

knife or wire brush.
4. Spray on surface to be cleaned. Use extension tube for pinpoint cleaning.
5. If necessary, repeat step 3 until equipment is clean.
6. Allow equipment to fully dry and vent before using.
7. Drying time can be accelerated by using a dry, absorbent cloth or CRC Duster.
8. Do not use on modern plastics such as LEXAN®, ABS and Noryl®. If

uncertain, check with the manufacturer or test on a small area before using.
9. Not for use on sensitive electronics, computers, tape decks or VCRs. Use a

CRC precision cleaner.

WARNING: Contains Tetrachloroethylene, Trichloroethylene, 1,2-Butylene
Oxide and Carbon Dioxide. Do not puncture, incinerate or store can above
120°F. Exposure to high temperature may cause can to burst. Do not place in
direct sunlight or near any heat source. Harmful if inhaled. Overexposure can
cause eye and skin irritation, irritation to upper respiratory tract, central
nervous system effects, irregular heartbeats, unconsciousness and death.
Deliberate misuse by concentrating and inhaling the contents can be harmful
or fatal. This product has no flash or fire point at normal handling
temperatures. In high concentrations this product can be made to burn. Do
not use on energized equipment or near flames or arcs. Make sure equipment
is thoroughly dry and vented before restarting. Use with adequate ventilation.
Open doors and windows or use other means to ensure a fresh air supply
during use and while product is drying. If you experience any symptoms listed
on this label, increase ventilation or leave the area. Avoid continuous breathing
of vapor and spray mist. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Vapors are heavier
than air and can collect in low areas, pits, small rooms and other unventilated
areas. If ventilation is not adequate, respiratory protection should be used.
Vapors may decompose to harmful or fatal corrosive gases such as hydrogen
chloride and possibly phosgene. FIRST AID: In case of eye and skin contact,
flush with water for 15 minutes. If swallowed, DO NOT induce vomiting. If too
much is breathed, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial
respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. For severe overexposure, call
a physician immediately. NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Overexposure will cause
symptoms of narcosis and may temporarily increase cardiac irritability. For
additional information, consult the Material Safety Data Sheet for this product.
DISPOSAL: All used and unused product should be disposed of in
conformance with local, state and federal regulations.

KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN

Manufactured by:

CRC INDUSTRIES, INC.
885 Louis Drive, Warminster, PA 18974 09748
www.crcindustries.com 08A CRC#761
Made in USA DOT 2Q WARNING: VAPOR HARMFUL. CONTENTS UNDER

PRESSURE. Read warnings on back panel
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Heavy Duty Electrical
Parts Degreaser

Heavy Duty Electrical
Parts Degreaser

No. 09748 400 mL (603 g)
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ELECTRICAL GRADE

ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD: This can will conduct electricity. Do not
touch can to live electrical sources including battery terminals, solenoids,
electrical panels and other electronic components. Failure to observe this
warning may result in serious injury from electrical shock.


